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-  There he comes! Sara squeezed Akiko by her arm like an old friend although the women had met 

each other face-to-face only moments ago. The flight from Tokyo to Helsinki had arrived early, the 

plane from London was landing on schedule.     

Sara and Akiko recognised Joel from photographs. The mop of copper curly hair, the black-framed 

spectacles, and his multi-coloured scarf were familiar from the pictures. Without the slightest 

hesitation, Joel strode over to the women, and enfolded them into a hug. 

Joel, Sara, and Akiko had known each other for years through a popular universal figure skating 

forum. Sara had agreed to put up her friends for the duration of World Championships, and to act as 

their guide in Helsinki. 

- Guess who was on the same flight as me? Dan Vinge, the first ever ISU Championships 

representative of Ruritania! I took a selfie with him. Joel tapped open the gallery on his phone. Joel 

towered over the male skater whose grin was as wide as they come. Dan Vinge had earned the 

necessary qualifying points for the Worlds at the last minute. Ruritania’s flag glowed red, green, 

and white on the young man’s team jacket. 

- I wished him good luck and gave him my number, in case he wants the pictures via Whatsapp. 

Dan Vinge’s name and Ruritania’s flag were also visible on a board held by a woman wearing a 

Worlds organisers’ jacket. Sara recognised Aino, they had skated in a same team years ago. She 

walked over to Aino with her friends. 

- Are you a volunteer? Sara asked. The ISU World Championship organisation would not have been 

able to function without hundreds of experienced volunteers whose efforts ensured everything was 

going swimmingly. Aino looked worried for there was no sign of the Ruritarian. 

- Might he have gone to a wrong arrival hall? Akiko’s brown eyes shined inquiringly. – I will take a 

look, wait here, please. Akiko’s movements were swift, her delicate frame caused many people to 

wonder aloud whether she, too, had been a skater. A moment later, Sara’s phone rang. 

- He’s not here. 

According to airport staff, Dan Vinge’s suitcase was still spinning on the luggage carousel. Where 

could he have disappeared to? The airport was teeming, and unaccustomed traveller could easily get 

lost into its warrens, but the skaters had been issued with detailed arrival instructions. Although 

Aino was getting alarmed, she told Sara and her friends to head home. The disappearance of Dan 

Vinge was not their problem, but she would appreciate their discretion. Perhaps the first-timer was 

floundering about due to nerves. 

- Dan was elated with excitement, Joel protested as they walked towards the parking lot. Gilded 

skates hung from the rear-view mirror of Sara’s sky-blue Ford. Joel stared at the skates, but his 

mind was elsewhere. 

- Let’s watch Dan’s video one more time! Joel swiped to go full screen. He and Dan Vinge filled 

the screen with their smiles. 



- I’m so happy and honoured to be the first Ruritarian skater at ISU Championships, Dan Vinge 

cried out with his fingers signing victory. Akiko noticed: 

- Look, someone else is also talking to Dan. They shook hands. 

- The man isn’t wearing an official’s badge, and Aino said that only she had been sent to meet the 

Ruritarian. That’s an impostor. Sara’s lips were trembling. 

- Enlarge the picture a bit more, Akiko requested. Joel did as he was told. Sara spotted a logo on the 

man’s vest. Ilta-Sanomat was one the Worlds’ official sponsors. Had Dan Vinge left with a fake 

news reporter? 

 

QUESTION: Is the press allowed to wait for athletes inside the security cordon? 

A) Only if they have a rarely granted special permission. 

B) Of course, Finland has freedom of speech and freedom of the press. 

C) No, although the press can occasionally meet athletes at the VIP-gate. 

 


